To Determine the Anteroposterior Position of Incisors in Relation to Points A and B on Cephalogram and Study Models in North Indian Population
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Abstract

Introduction This study aimed to determine the upper and lower incisors to points A and B on lateral cephalogram and study model in North Indian population. This article evaluated the present relationship of upper and lower incisors position to point A and B on the cephalogram and studied the model as a diagnostic tool for orthodontic treatment planning.

Materials and Methods The study included 32 patients, aged 15 to 25 years. The sample was divided into two groups as group I (n = 32, cephalometric analysis) and group II (n = 32, study model analysis) of the same patient. In group I incisors position was related to points A and B on the cephalograms and in group II incisors position was related to points A and B on study model by using transparent grid.

Results As per Indian norms, outcome mean value for cephalometric norms was 6.3 and 3.2 mm and for study model norms was 4 and 1.3 mm. Statistically significant differences (p < 0.002) were observed for mandibular incisor position on cephalograms and for maxillary incisors (p < 0.001) on study casts when compared with Chile sample norm.

Conclusion The anteroposterior position of upper and lower incisors in relation to points A and B on cephalogram and casts has been determined in North Indian patients.
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Introduction

Points A and B are commonly used as skeletal landmarks in cephalometric studies that investigate the efficacy of various treatment modalities on the sagittal relationship between the maxilla and mandible.¹ The ability to determine the anteroposterior (AP) position of a patient’s incisors from model analysis could be highly useful in forming an initial diagnosis before the cephalometric tracing is available. Such a technique would also be helpful during treatment, when brackets can mask the true positions of the teeth and lips.²

Point A is the most posterior midline point in the concavity between the anterior nasal spine and the prosthion. Point B is the most posterior midline point in the concavity of the mandible between the most superior point on the alveolar bone overlying the lower incisor and pogonion (►Fig. 2A).

A–B plane is formed by joining of points A and B. The A–B plane is a measure of the relation of the anterior limit of the apical bases to each other relative to the facial line. It represents an estimate of the difficulty in obtaining the correct axial inclination and incisor relationship when using orthodontic therapy. Because point B is positioned behind point A, this angle is usually negative in value, except in class III malocclusions or class I occlusions with prominence of the mandible. A large negative value suggests a class II facial pattern.¹
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It can be seen on head films that in cases of excessive prominence or flattening of the chin, the A–B line relates more closely to the incisors than does the AP line, which tends to follow the forward or backward configuration of the chin. Therefore, using A–B rather than AP as a diagnostic guide can prevent excessive advancement or retraction of the incisors during treatment (►Fig. 1).

Head films that in cases of excessive prominence or flattening of the chin, the A–B line relates more closely to the incisors than does the AP line, which tends to follow the forward or backward configuration of the chin. Therefore, using A–B rather than AP as a diagnostic guide can prevent excessive advancement or retraction of the incisors during treatment (►Fig. 1).

The Wits’ appraisal of jaw disharmony is a measure of the extent to which the jaws are related to each other anteroposteriorly. Harvold3 likewise used an occlusal plane for the prediction of growth patterns of the jaws. He projected points A and B onto the occlusal plane and named the resultant measurement the A–B difference. A negative value is assigned to measurements in which point B is posterior to point A.

Valenzuela and Madsen4 have previously observed that Downs’s points A and B and the functional occlusal plane can be identified on study casts. They determine the positions of the incisors and the skeletal relationship of the jaws, using the A–B line and applying the Wits’ appraisal to the study casts through a transparent millimeter grid. Because the measurements of Valenzuela and Madsen are related to the incisal edges of the incisors, the jaws must be separated to visualize the relationship. The following study was devised to calculate normal values.

**Materials and Methods**

The study included 32 patients, aged 15 to 25 years. The sample was divided into two groups as group I (n = 32, cephalograms) and group II (n = 32, study models). The inclusion criteria were patient’s age should be between 15 and 25 years for both males and females, lateral cephalogram and study model should be pretreatment and they were of sufficient quality to allow identification of relevant landmarks, class I molar occlusion, a harmonious profile, and normal lip closure.

In group I incisors position was related to points A and B on the cephalograms and in group II incisors position was related to points A and B on study models.

**Group 1: Cephalometric Analysis**

To determine the position of the incisors on lateral cephalogram, the landmark (points A and B) was traced on the tracing sheet and a line was drawn between points A and B, and the distances were measured from the incisal third of the maxillary and mandibular incisors labial surfaces, respectively (►Fig. 2A).
Wits’ Analysis: Cephalometric Study
To determine the position of the incisors on cephalogram, a perpendicular line was dropped from point A to the functional occlusal plane (A-O; occlusal plane was drawn through the region of maximum cuspal interdigitation/region of overlapping of cusps of first premolars and first molars) and extended to the level of point B.5,6

The distance from point B to this perpendicular was then used to establish the AO–OB intermaxillary relationship (►Fig. 2B).

Group 2: Study Model Analysis
To determine the position of the incisors relative to the gingival A–B line on study casts first gingival points A and B were drawn with a pencil as two round marks on the study model, it should be 3 mm in diameter and near the apices of the left or right maxillary and mandibular central incisors at the point of greatest concavity2 as shown in (►Fig. 3A).

Method
The study casts are held in occlusion with one hand and viewed laterally through a transparent millimeter grid—a transparent photocopy of millimeter-ruled paper was used as shown in the picture. The grid was held with the other hand so that the labial contour of the incisors was lined against a dark background (►Fig. 3B).

The transparency was placed with a main centimeter line over gingival points A and B, and the line of occlusion was held vertically so that the A–B line was horizontal to the eye of the observer.

Wits’ Analysis: Study Model Analysis
To determine the position of the incisors on the study casts, perpendiculars from gingival points A and B to the occlusal plane were coincident, and that the gingival A–B line was also perpendicular to the functional occlusal plane. The transparent millimeter grid was placed against the occluding casts so that a main horizontal centimeter line coincided with the functional occlusal plane and a main perpendicular line passed through gingival point A. If gingival point B falls behind the vertical line, a diagnosis of skeletal class II is made; if point B is ahead of the line, a class III jaw relationship exists (►Fig. 4).

Result
Result showed Indian norms mean value for cephalometric norms were 6.3 and 3.2 mm and for study model norms were 4 and 1.3 mm.

Descriptive statistics for the cephalometric study group (group 1) and study model group (group 2) for the maxillary and mandibular incisor to the A–B line in the Indian population. Independent t-test showed the statistically significant difference (p < 0.002) for mandibular incisor (group 1) and statistically significant difference (p < 0.001) for maxillary incisor (group 2) between the Chilean Norm and Indian Norm in cephalometric study group (group 1) and in study model group (group 2) (►Table 1).

Result for total sample of the study model group for the maxillary and mandibular incisors labial surface to A–B line in the Chilean norm and Indian norm showed descriptive statistics, mean value for the Chilean value is 2.5, and the Indian value is 2.7. Independent t-test showed a nonsignificant difference for maxillary and mandibular incisor between in the Chilean norm and Indian norm in group 2 (►Table 1).

Discussion
Previous cephalometric studies of the sample indicated that the mean distances of the maxillary and mandibular incisors to AP were 5 and 2 mm, respectively, and the mean interincisal angle was 129 degrees.7,8 In mean sample of patients with good occlusions, the mean distances from the labial surfaces of the maxillary and mandibular incisors to the cephalometric (osseous) A–B line were 7 and 4 mm, respectively.9

Fig. 3 (A) Apical points A and B marked on study casts. Normal distances from labial surfaces of maxillary and mandibular incisors to gingival A–B line. (B) Incisal contours and marks of points A and B viewed through transparent millimeter grid (a transparent photocopy of millimeter-ruled paper).

Fig. 4 In Wits’ appraisal of study casts, normal distance of gingival point B to perpendicular from gingival point A to functional occlusal plane was measured.
The normal distances from gingival points A and B to the labial surfaces of the maxillary and mandibular central incisors on the casts were found to be 4 and 1 mm, respectively. If the distance between the perpendicular line and the incisal third of the labial surface of the maxillary incisor is more than 4 mm, the incisor is protrusive; if it is less than 4 mm, the incisor is retrusive. Mandibular incisor protrusion is measured similarly, using gingival point B and the norm of 1 mm.

In Wits’ analysis, the mean distance between point B and the perpendicular from point A to the functional occlusal plane was 1 mm in the cephalometric method. Wits’ analysis on the study cast resulted in a distance of 0 mm from gingival point B to the perpendicular from gingival point A to the functional occlusal plane. Consequently, the position of the incisors can be analyzed independent of the anteroposterior jaw relationship, using the same norms of 4 and 1 mm.

The present study provides Indian norms; mean value for cephalometric norms was 6.3 and 3.2 mm and mean value for study model norms was 4 and 1.3 mm as compared with the Chilean norms, that is, 7 and 4 mm for cephalometric study and 4 and 1 mm for study model.

Using the cephalometric A–B line will prevent undesirable advancement or retraction of the incisors.

Results showed that mandibular incisor are less protrusive to A–B plane in the cephalometric study and maxillary incisors are more protrusive to A–B plane on the study model in the Indian norm as compared with Chilean norms.
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